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Introduction
People are often concerned about the impact of
large scale urban development on the
environment. Proper land use planning,
landscaping and building design can reduce this
impact on a scenically attractive landscape.
Sometimes, in an endeavour to make
development more attractive, blanket controls
are imposed on development, e. g.
requirements of building setbacks or
ercentages of the sites to be "suitably^ridscaped" without a clear indication of what

is suitable, how it should be done or for what

may be inappropriate, poorly locate , difficult
to maintain or may conflict with the operation
of the development.
This publication sets out guidelines for the
landscaping of industrial and commercial sites
and it is intended for those involved in the
development process, palticularly planners and
developers. It may not be practical to apply all
of these guidelines to every development.
Councils should consult this bulletin when

preparing e'' ^ . h Idf' d't efUl

applications. T e bulletin presents desi n
applied in industrial and commercial
developments. While some technical guidanc, ^,
is given, developers and Councils are
encouraged to seek the professional advice of
landscape planners and architeds for major
proposals and to make use of the Appendixes
and Bibliography in the Bulletin.
The Appendixes include planting notes, planting
specifications, a list of consultin and advisory

Bibliography contains lists of general and
selected texts for further reading.
This bulletin is based on research work carried
out forthe Department of Environment and
Planning by Bruce Rickard and Associates,
Architects and Landscape Architects.
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DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Individual developments can be an oasis in an
otherwise dull environment. As the whole
man-made environment is a collection of
individual developments, each development can
contribute in a positive way to the quality of the

There are some basic landscape planning and
design principles for achieving a good quality
environment. These are:

I. Placing of emphasis on the landscape
character type.

environment.

2. Conservation of the natural and cultural
environment.

3. Reduction of the adverse effects of
development.

4. Creation of a pleasant environment within
the development site.

Principle I
Emphasis on the Landscape Character Type
Recognition of the landscape character ty e into
which development is to be placed is vita so
that site plannin and design is appropriate forthe existing or p^Inned landscape character.
Councils should determine the landscape
character type in which development is to be
located and set uidelines and controls
appropriate to t at character.
(a) Urban Character
Urban character is one in which hard wall and

pavingsura .^, h c iB ss
^istrict of cities, inner suburban areas of cities,
and the commercial areas of suburbs and
country towns. The buildings are generally over
one storey, close together or joined.
Commercial buildings often have awnings
overhanging the footpath,
The landscaping of these developments should
be aimed at providing a contrast to the hard
surfaces with trees to soften the buildings and
provide shade for large paved areas
(see Figure I).
Urban Industrial develo merit often occurs in
the inner suburbs of o1^'er cities, on the edge of

commercial development of country towns and,
very often, adjacent to residential areas.
In the centre of urban industrial areas where
industry is not adjacent to residential areas or
main through roads it is reasonable for these
developments to have an industrial urban
character with hard surfaces dominating, and no
lawns and shrubs except in amenity areas.

On the edges of the industrial areas, the
interface with residential areas requires sensitive
treatment - setbacks, screening and other
methods.

(b) Suburban Character
The existing character of many suburban areas
is a mixture of hard surfaces and soft
landscaping elements. The main roads are often
lined with treeless parking lots, used car Yards,
stark unscreened commercial and industrial
developments side by side with houses.
However, in some suburbs soft landscape
elements dominate with homes set in a leafy
green enviroment - away from noise, dust and
pollution and from the sight of commerce
and industry.
In the suburban environment, softlandscape
elements should dominate the buildings.
(c) Rural Character
The rural character is associated with rimary
industry, represented either by a patc work of
crops or by livestock grazing am on^ clumps ofshade trees, in a landscape resemb ing a Iai^epark. Buildings and sheds are often groupe
together in tidy clusters unified by groups
of trees.

and industrial evelo merits should be aimed at

buyt up area and the country by clustering
development and unifying it with trees.
(d) Natural Environment Character
Natural environments include virgin land, forest
and bush. Developments, if necessary, in any
natural environment should maintain the
appearance of the sheer dominance of nature
with man-made works camouflaged
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(see Figure 2).
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Fig 2 Developments in any natural environment should
maintain the appearance of the sheer dominance of nature
with man-made works camouflaged.
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Fig I The landscaping of urban developments should be
aimed at providing a contrast to hard surfaces, softening
buildings and providing shade for paved areas.
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Principle 2
Conservation of the Natural and Cultural
Environment

Elements of the existin natural and cultural
environment can provi^e relief and a framework
for the overall built environment. Landsca e
features such as creeks, rivers, wetlands, 100d
plains, steep slopes, and escarpments should be
conserved and protected from development.
(a) Existing Landform
Preferably, the existing landform and slopes
should be retained, rather than flattening out
the whole site (see Figure 3a). Flattenin a site
causes problems of retaining cut and fil
embankments and often causes drainage
difficulties (see Figure 3b). Large embankments
often cause the destruction of trees and other
vegetation below them through the effect of
changed drainage conditions.

Existing Vegetation. Wherever possible, existing
vegetation should be conserved, particula!. y
trees and bush areas (see Figure 4a). Bush areas
and groups of trees can be incorporated into
the landscape desi^n (see Figure 4b). They will
provide a 'finished' landscape look to the
establishment while new plants are maturing.
These areas are best left undisturbed and
fenced off during building and construction
operations.
It is better to conserve a whole group of trees
which can support each other from wind than
to leave isolated single trees.

rig 3a Prefersbly, the existing landform and slopes should be
retained.

I>

rig 3b Flattening the site causes problems of retaining cut and
fill embankments and often causes drainage difficulties.

Topsoil and Soil Erosion. Topsoil contains the
nutriment and organic material necessary for
plant life. it is important that topsoilis
conserved. Prior to development, the topsoil
can be removed and stockpiled for spreading
over areas to be grassed and for use in planting
beds and boxes.

The' excessive removal of vegetation and the
excessive shaping of land for development may
result in surface soil erosion. Sediment
removed by wind and storm water run-off
damages lower land, blocks stormwater drains,
and is eventualI deposited in the cre^ks andharbours into w^ich these discharge.
Restoring an eroded allotment can be
expensive. Topsoil must be purchased and
transported to the site and a round cover
established. Advice from the oil Conservation
Service of New South Wales should be sought
on soil erosion prevention and control
measures before site clearing and earth

.
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Fig 4a Where possible existing trees should be conserved, not
destroyed.
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Fig 4b it may be possible to incorporate the trees in the final-
design.
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, rig 5 Ridgelines are particularl sensitive locations for
commercial or industrial deve opment.

(b) Views

Views of high visual quality should also be
conserved. Buildings and structures should be
sited and designed in such a way as to preserve
them. Rid elines are particularly sensitive owing
to the hig^ visual contrast between landmass
and sky (see Figure 5).
Trees on ridges should be preserved as
prominent landscape elements. By removing
them the built environment becomes more
apparent. This is particularly true in scenic
protection zones.
(c) Cultural
Preserve the 's irit of the place'. Historic, old,
interesting bui din s can be conserved and
incorporated into t e desi n of the
development. Buildings at ected by permanent
or interim conservation orders under the
Heritage Act are protected by law in
New South Wales.
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Principle 3
Reduction of the Adverse Effects of Development
The impact of commercial and industrial
developments on the environment varies greatly
depending on the particular development - its
location, its size, the type of operation, etc.
In order that effective planning ina be
undertaken, anticipated adverse of ects for each
development should be identified at the outset.
Some of the adverse effects of develo merit
which can be treated by effective Ian scape
planning and design are:
. Views of the development. This aspect is

particularly important at the interface of
development with residential areas, main
roads, waterways and recreation areas.
Adverse views include extensive car parks,
service areas, massive buildings and security
fencing, etc.

. Noise from the development, equipment,
traffic, and

. The relative size or bulkiness of the
development.
(a) Design
One possible approach may be the variation of
the basic components of the development (see
Figure 6). For example, in a commercial
development three basic components are
present - the shop, the servicerdelivery area
and the car park. By varying the design and
integration of these components it may be
possible to reduce excessive noise, poor views
or traffic problems. The application of this
technique will vary with each development.
With industrial developments, the factory and
storage area, the office and the car park are the
basic components of development. As with
commercial developments these components
in a be varied to reduce adverse effects, i. e.
rel'uce the impression of building mass, reduce
noise, or reduce parking problems, and once
^^,';!';j, ^!';:!;I:^^Ile:; I:::'^;11:!^!j ;;" Vary
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rig 8a & 8b By varying layouts, planting areas may be created
and parking problems on associated streets reduced.
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rig 7 Possible variations in the arrangement of the basic
components of industrial development.
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Fig 6 Possible variations in the arrangement of the basic
components of commercial development.
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It is also possible to vary the detailed design of
these basic coin orients (factory, office, car
park, etc. ) and t^us reduce adverse effects of
development:
Integration. In small developments the
integration of service areas with the rest of the
development can reduce the overallimpact on
the environment. For example, smalllay-by
parking areas for service vehicles can be
Included or SIrudures can be extended to
include service areas (see Figu res 9 and 10)

.
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Fig 9 A smalllay-by parking area has been created to integrate
the service area with the rest of the development.
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rig 11 A plan view showing how existing trees have been
incorporated into the car park design.
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rig 10 A building structure has been extended to include a
service area for trucks.
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Car Park Design. The details of car park design
can also be varied.

Careful siting and planning of car parks is one
method of reducin impact. Where possibleflattish sites shoulfbe chosen. This will keep
cut and fill to a minimum and help reduce

Variations to layout can also assist. Cars may be
parked parallel to kerbs, or at various degrees
and at right angles to kerbs. By varying layouts
existing trees may be retained (see Figu re 11),
planting areas ina be created and large car
arking areas bro en up. Where a change of^ve! does exist the topogra hy may be

exploited to screen cars an reduce the overall
impact (see Figure 12).
Methods of planting, screening and barriers in
association with car parks can also reduce the
impact (see Figures 13a and 13b). These
techniques are dealt ,Nit :. itr in the text.
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Fig 12 An existing change of level makes a good car park
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barrier or screen
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Materials used for paving car arks can assist in
reducing adverse effects. Bric , concrete
blocks, stone, or cobble stories, etc. , visually
break up and give scale to large surface areas.
However, the cost of these materials may be
prohibitive in very large developments.
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rig 13a & 13b Various mounding and landscaping techniques
may be used as screens and barriers for cars.
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(b) Screens and Barriers
As an alternative to the variation of design,
screens and barriers can be used to reduce the
adverse effects of development.
Where residential areas, waterways or
recreation areas are exposed to undesirable
views of commercial and industrial
development, screenin should be provided
(see Figures 14a and 14 ).
Regional shopping centres may focus on an

internal pedestrian mall. While this provides a
pleasant shopping environment within the mall,
the external appearance can be overbearing
with'massive unrelieved masonry walls and
extensive car parking service areas (see
Figure 15).

eighbquroo s OPPingC; ., ' wh'I
the fronts of these centres can be attractive,
often the associated parking and service areas at
the side and rear of the development are not.
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Fig 15 Massive unrelieved masonry walls.
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Planting can provide shade, . soften the impact of
large structures and break down the visual
barrenness of parking areas. Views of car parks,
service areas and security fencin from adjacent
streets and residential areas can e screened
with mounds, walls, trees and shrubs (see
Figures 16 and 17a, 17b).
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Fig 17a & 17b Landscaping can be used to screen security
toncin by setting the fence back from the property
boun ary.

overlooked by hi her ground, it may bedesirable to brea^ up and soften the view of the
buildings (see Figu res 18a and 18b).
In rural settings industrial areas, if on the main
roads or adjacent to houses, need to be
screened (see Figure 19). In the countryside,
Iar e industrial complexes, like power stationsan^ mines should be camouflaged and screened
by tall trees.
Where excessive noise from traffic, equipment
and machinery is a problem, a solid barrier
made of brick, concrete, stone or earth is
effective. The barrier should be placed as close
to the source of the noise as possible. For
example, around arbage collection areas solid
masonry will cut own noise caused by moving
garbage bins and screen the area from view.
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Fig Its & lab If an industrial area in the suburbs is
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overlooked by higher round it may be desirable to break upand soften the view o1'the buildings.
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Fig 19 Industrial areas on main roads or adjacent to houses
need to be screened
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Principle 4
Creation of Pleasant Environment Within the
Development Site
The creation of a pleasant environment will
depend on the degree of application of the
previous three principles. It will also depend on
the various elements of the development, their
design and relationship with one another.
(a) Buildings

. Views from a development can assist in
creating a pleasant environment. Good views
(wateiwa s, surrounding countryside) can beexploite{by the siting of buildings and/or
outdoor areas.

. The design and layout of building structures
should also consider climate. The two climatic
elements which can be manipulated and
controlled to create a pleasant environment are
sun and wind.

Buildings and outdoor areas can be designed
and sited to take advantage of the north easterly
aspect. Western orientations are best avoided
owing to the low hot afternoon sun and
unpleasant winds. (see Figures 20a and 20b).
The Iudicious planting of trees will obtain shade
in summer and sun in winter while windbreaks
can be constructed where necessary.
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Fig 21 By their nature commercial and industrial
developments are sometimes bulky and overbearing.

and overbearing (see Figure 21). Variations in
the shape of buildings and the provision of
some building elements at a smaller scale will
assist in the creation of a pleasant environment.
Where this is not possible tree plantin and
mounding max alter the perception of ulkiness
and provide a 'human' scale.
Colour, texture and materials. The colour and
texture of walls and roofin materials are
gonerally permanent and o ten prominent visual
elements. Care should be taken when selecting

In the natural environment, as far as possible
the colours and materials should coin Iement
the surroundings, e. g. darker non-ref ective
greens, greys and browns in coastal areas.

. Consideration should be given to the paving
material chosen for pedestrian areas. There are
many colours and textures available, and
variation can be achieved by using
combinations. Where cost constraints allow,

. Outdoor lighting and furniture also contribute
to the creation of a pleasant environment. Light
standards, bollards, litter bins, plantin boxes,
seats, phone booths and signs are avai able in
many materials of different colours and
textures. By careful selection they can be
co-ordinated and integrated with the
development in scale and appearance (see
Figures 22a and 22b).
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Fig 20a & 20b Western orientations are best avoided owing to
the hot afternoon sun.
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. Aspects of building design which contribute
to the creation of a pleasant environment are:
scale, mass, colour and texture of materials.
Scale and mass. People are familiar with
building elements and structures (doors,
windows, fittings, spaces) at a scale which is
found within their homes. By their nature
commercial and industrial developments have
larger scale elements and are sometimes bulky
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(b) Landscape
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these combinations could make worthy
substitutes for jointless bitumen or concrete.
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Fig 22a The poor arran ement of outdoor furniture does not
assist in the creation o a pleasant environment.

be one of unity (see Figure 23a). Plants,
particularly trees, when planted across a
complex of structures, can have the effect of
linking them all together, thereby unifying the
scene (see Figure 23b). A whole street can be
unified by co-ordinating the species and the
spacing of trees.
. Creating a series of spaces by dividing up a
large area with shrub and tree barriers,
mounds, etc. , to form smaller and/or
continuous spaces of varying sizes is another
landscaping technique used to produce a
pleasant environment. The spaces can be quite
diversified, varying not only in size but in
treatment as well. Some can be totally enclosed,
some given a canopy of trees, others left open.
The barriers forming the spaces can also vary in
height, density and material.
. Planting s ecies that give seasonal interest,
colour, per ume or movement, is a simple
method of creating a pleasant environment
within the development site.
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Fig 22b A more thoughtful arrangement and integration with
landscaping can assist in the creation of a pleasant

. Ground covers are another landscape element
which can be used to create a pleasant
environment. A ground cover can be made up
of Iivin or dead plant matter (e. g. grass orbark). ^Iants which are considered to be ground
covers are those which grow densely and close
to the ground. They are used both for practical
and aesthetic purposes:
- A ground cover such as bark can act as a

mulch underneath trees and shrubs, cutting
down on weed rowth and regulating
temperature an moisture content.

- A ground cover can also add colour and
texture to a bare area. Grass is the most
obvious example.

Many types of plants such as creepers, iw, 'pig
face' and 'wistaria' may be used as
groundcovers for small areas.

q unifying ^,^I, ',;^^:in;til':;;'::aracter are
desirable attributes of any develo merit, the
overallimpression of a group of evelopments
or a very large disjointed development should

environment
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rig 23a This disjointed development displays a lack of unity.
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Fig 23b Landscaping can unify the complex of strudures
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THE SITE PLANNING PROCESS

Site landscaping requirements will differ with
each development. In some cases landscaping
may riot be re uired at all. In order to
determine Ian scaping requirements a site
planning process should be carried out.
Like all planning, site planning for industrial and
commercial development is concerned with
resolving the inari conflicting interests and
requirements of a Ithe interested parties
(people and authorities).
This section outlines the general plannin
process and gives practical examples oft e
steps involved.

^.

The process may be summarised as follows:
. Preparing an inventory of requirements.
. Investigations and site analysis.
. Preparing concept and feasibility plans.
. Preparing site development and landscape

plans.

Step I
Preparing an Inventory of Requirements
This initial step involves the identification of the
requirements of allinterested parties.
Interested parties can be grouped as follows:
Users, who include owners, tenants,
employees, customers and clients;
Community and Council, which include the
neighbours and the community who are
represented by Council;

developed town planning controls, codes and
guidelines to achieve these objectives.
(c) Service and Supply Authorities
The availability of services such as water,
sewerage, electricity, as and transport needs to
be ascertained. If avai able, the position and
capacity of the nearest services need to be
determined. Each authority has its own specific
requirements which need to be ascertained. If
there is no particular service available (e. g.
sewer), the ways and 1.1eans of providing that
service require determination.
(d) Other Authorities
Other authorities' requirements need to be
determined: the Police Traffic Branch in relation
to parking and entrances and exits off main
roads; the Department of Industrial Relations in
regard to factories, shops and industries; and
the Health Commission in regard to public and
private hospitals, unhealthy building land and
septic tanks.

Service and supply authorities; and
Other authorities.

(a) Users' Requirements
Users' requirements include those of owners,
tenants, employees' customers and clients and
include the main needs of the development as
well as subsidiary ones like staff amenities,
toilets, storage areas for goods and materials,
traffic circulation for servicing and off street
car parking.
Tenants usually desire a quality environment
and pleasant image for their establishments.
Staff may be concerned with the provision of a
pleasant outdoor environment where they can
relax during their lunch break.
(b) Community and Council Requirements
Community requirements also need to be
satisfied. Administration of these is invested
with the local Council and to a lesser degree
with State and Federal Governments and their
respective agencies. Council requirements can
be grouped under three headings:
Health and Safet . The concern is that the
development wil be safe and healthy to use,
work in, and live near.
Protection of Neighbours' and Community
Rights. One of the main concerns Councils have
had over the years is to protect the adjoining
and local owners and users from the problems,
results and side effects of destructive elements
of industrial and commercial establishments.

Good Quality of Environment. Over recent
years the community and Governments and
Councils actin for it have become more
concerned wit^ the quality of the environment
and are no longer merely concerned with
preventing the destructive effect of
development. The are concerned withenhancing the bui^ environment and have

.

^
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EXAMPLE OF STEP I
The following list is a portion of an inventory of
requirements for a small shopping centre.

(a) Users' Requirements
Functional Requirements
> Supermarket
> 19 Shops - each approx. 80 in'

> 6 Offices each approx. 80 in2
(or residences on the upper floor, each with small
service yard for outdoor storage and garbage).

\

a

> Stafftoilets
> Public toilets

> Play area for small children
> An entrance/exitroad

> A service area which allows large trucks to manoeuvre and deliver
goods to each shop and collect waste material.
Parking for customers and em joyees.
The parking requirements for usiness and retail shops range
between I space per T5 in' and I space per 40 in'

.

Between 63 and 167 car spaces are required.

Requirements for Shoppers' Convenience and Environmental Implications
> Parking close to shops - minimum walk. Some immediate parking for off-peak shopping.
>

> Shaded car park.
> A shaded and sheltered bus stop close to shops.
> The pedestrian/plaza area should be coolin summer and warm in winter:

sheltered from the eastern and western sun in summer.Implications >
> open to the north to obtain winter sun.
> provide shelter from southerly and westerly winds.

Total Shops and Offices Approx.

Shaded and sheltered walk.

Total Shops

I. e.

500 inz

1520 inz

2020 inz

> A place for children to play in safety and in sight of shoppers
> A safe pedestrian system.

Total Offices

2500 in2
t^-

15 = 167 spaces

2500 in2

40

,

480 in2

480 inz

2500 in2

63 spaces

50 in2

,n



Step 2
Site Investigation and Analysis
(a) Investigations
Allinformation relevant to the site should be
gathered and anal sed. Investigations shouldassess the regional, sub-regional, district and
local~significance of the site. Government
authorities and Councils should be consulted as

uidelines for the development of the site may
e available.

The information gathered will be both broad
and detailed. On the broader scale, possible
factors for identification and assessment are:
. Location'of site in relation to major

commercial centre;

. Access to the site;

. Location of major transport links;

. Existing/proposed commercial or industrial
development;

. Existing/proposed road patterns;

. Visual prominence of site; and

. Surrounding topography/vegetation.
It is useful to show as much of this information
as possible on a locality plan (see Plan I). Plans
at an appropriate scale can be obtained from
Council, the Lands De artment, Central

Mapping Authori\; an the Department ofEnvironment and Ianning.
Some aspects of a more detailed nature are:
. Topography, slope, drainage;
. Noise;

. Vegetation;

. Climate;

' Soils;
. Views; and
. Services - sewerage, water, electricity
Detailed site data should .be plotted on a copy
of a contour plan or base plan of the site (see
Plan 2). Generally, a registered surveyor will be

:^;^^I^^ :^;;;:'^::^;^^^^,':1^^!^!
I:, 00, I:200, I:500, I:1000 de ending on the
actual size of the site and/or evelopment
proposed.
(b) Analysis
The information gathered should now be
analysed and translated into broad land use
suitability zones on a copy of the base plan.
Such zones could be:

. Flat area suitable for factory building;
o Steep land unsuitable for building;
. Suitable road access;

. Group of trees to be conserved;

. Area of ridge and vegetation riot to be
built on;

. Retain creek corridor as open space;

. Ground water movement importantfor
wetland vegetation; and

. Flood liable land.
(see Plan '3)
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Step 3
Preparing Concept and Feasibility Plans
This step combines allthe information gathered
and considers the various options available.
Before drawing feasibility plans to scale,
conceptual diagrams are made to show possible
arrangements of the elements of the proposed
development on the site - (buildings, service
yards, car parks, paths, major screens and
planting sites), testing them with circular
diagrams of goods, vehicles and people. One or
more of the conceptual diagrams which seem to
have the most merit are then drawn up as
feasibility plans to test their potential and
practicability. (see Plans 4 and 5).
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Step 4
Preparing Site Development and Landscape Plans
(a) Preparing a Site Development Plan
The various feasibility plans are studied and
assessed. The plan which appears to be best is
then developed into a more refined site
development plan. If possible, this should be
drawn on tracing paper at a scale of 1:200 or
1:500 using a site plan (showing existing site
information) as a base (see Plan 6).

Site develo merit and landscape design
proposals s ould include:
. Location of buildings, structures and storage

areas;

. Location of roads, parking, embankments;

. Arrangement of major earth cuts, fills and
mounding;

. Existing trees to be removed or conserved;

. General massing of plant material; and

. Fencing and screening positions.
At least one cross section should be drawn up
at this stage so that a clear idea of height
pro OSals of the buildin s and trees in relationto *^^ groun, ^^^^^, an radian^nt proper*^^^
can be appreciated. The plan should now
include sufficient information for a preliminary
estimate of construction costs to be prepared.

Council may require the applicant to submit
details of any development proposal on
Council's Development A PIication form. It will
require the submission o a plan showing site
develo merit and landscape proposals at leastto the ^vel of details shown on Plan 6. In
addition, the submission of the site survey and
analysis information from Step 2 of the site
planning process should assist Council in its
evaluation of the development application. The
inclusion of photo8raphs of the development
site taken from various viewpoints should also
be of assistance.

(c) Preparing Detail Landscape Plans and
Specification
The next step after Council a proval of the
Development Application is t e preparation of
detail plans and specifications for Building
A PIication and construction purposes. (seeP^n 7). These documents should fully explain
both the building and site landscape design. All
conditions attached by Council to the
Development Application approval should be
complied with in the preparation of detail plans
and specifications.
De ending on each development, plans should
inc ude:

. Detailed location of buildings, strudures and
storage areas includin information on the
treatment of these wit external materials
and screens;

. Detailed design of roads and parking areas,
including edging and surface treatment;

. Detailed design of earth cuts and fills,
mounding within landscaped areas, together
with instructions on soil preparation;

. Arrangement and specification of all plant
material including trees, shrubs and ground
covers; and

. to out and selection of outdoor furniture,
Iig ting signs, etc.

Usually on large projects separate plans are
prepared to show hard landscape elements (i. e.
roads, paving, earthworks etc. ) and planting
(i. e. trees, shrubs, ground covers etc. ) The
planting. plan should include a plant schedule
nominating each species, the spacings of each
s ecies, the numbers of plants required, and
t^e size of each plant container to be used at
the time of Ianting, together with the
antici ated eight of each plant at maturity. Thespeci^cation (see Appendix 3) should nominate
and describe all materials, including plant
materials to be used and decribe the
preparation, implementation, replacement and
maintenance requirements of the planting.
These documents can be used as the basis

(b) Development Application Submission

for final construction cost estimates and
contract tendering.
(d) Building Application Submission
Council will re uire the applicant to submitdetail plans an^ specifications with the Building
Application. A site plan, planting plan and
landsca e specification must be included withthe buil;ing plans for Council's buildin
approval. Work cannot commence on t e
project until Council's approval is given to
the project.
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Chapter 3
LANDSCAPING - TECHNICAL
INFORMATION
Factors Affecting Choice of Species

Native and exotic plants provide a wide range of
plant species from which to choose.
Native plants, indigenous to a locality, wi
successfully grow in environmental conditions
similar to where they naturally occur. Native
,an S Ir P g .. d f h bjljtatjon of natu, ,l
and rural landscapes.
In urban and many suburban environments,
plantsaresu jeCt Og d tbetterto
these harsher conditions. Exotic plants are
sometimes preferred for their flowers and fruit
ordeciduousoia^ I;
The range' P J h vironmentof
that area.

The fadors which make up the environment
which influence plant growth can be
grouped under:
Climatic factors;
Edaphic factors;
Topographic factors; and
Biotic factors.

(a) Climatic Factors include:
. Amount of rainfall and length of drought;
. Range of temperature summer and winter;
. Prevalence of wind; and
. De ree and frequency offrost and/or snow.
NSW has been divided into various climatic
zones Intsandtrees, thetwo
in a'or climatic factors influencing the divisions
being the rang" d^! ht), tern eredby
the topographic factor of elevation.
Within these zones there are variations of the
micro-climate and it is important to know the
is to be undertaken.
(b) Edaphic Factors include:
. Underlying geological formation (sandstone,

shale, etc. ); and
. Soil-texture, chemical and mineral

composition, acidity, salinity, organic
content, etc.

For the growth of plants, soils must cqntain
minerals, organic matter, water and air. The
various soiltypes contain t ese e
varying degrees.

Thefolowin^ .i Yg . ,, hat Iant
s ecies to choose in most soil situations.
Sand Soils contain nearly all sand as well as a

orous and will not hold water. Plants are easi y
:lown over in sandy soil, however there are

arucularly if mulched with organic matter.

an Ibecome easily waterlogged on flat sites.an becomeeasiywa gg , ,ked. It is

is maintained on clay sites as the su soil un er

are a few plants which thrive in clay soi s.

Loam is the best garden soil. It contains a
proportion of clay and sand and organic matter,
which is decayed vegetable and animal matter.
It holds water yet excess water drains away and
it contains enough sand to retain air. It is
sufficiently dense for roots tofain purchase andsupport the stern of plants an yet Is easily
worked.

Sandy Loam is loam containing Iar^eproportions of sand. It is the next est soil type
to loam and contains the same characteristics as
loam to a lesser degree. It tends not to hold
moisture as well and does not allow plants to
support themselves as well in wind.
Clay Loam is loam containing a large proportion
of clay. It has similar characteristics to loam but
the clay in it makes it difficult to work and
holds moisture longer and when compacted,
which it does easily, exhausts the air content.
Soils are acid or alkaline and the rate of acidity
in soil can be scaled on a pH scale from I to 10
A pH of 7 is neutral while a value below 7 isacid and value above is alkaline. Most plants
prefer a neutral to acid soil(from pH 7 to 6).
While it is possible to change the ^H value ofsoilit is normally best to work wit the soil
condition as it is and choose plants that will
thrive in the given ph condition.
There are natural saline soils right on the coast
which sustain plant growth, and plant species
can be found to grow in those conditions,
oweve, P th ebeendreded

up from saline swamps and estuaries. Some
irrigated areas also have a saline roblem due
to salts in the sub-soils rising to t e surface.
Expert advice should be sought on suitable
species for planting in these conditions.
(c) Topographic Factors.
Topographic factors are those which describe
the shape and the lie of the country, e. g.mountainous, seaside, riverside, river flats,
estuarine, etc. , and on smaller scale, hilltops,
slopes, flats, gullies, etc. , as well as exposure to
winds and sun. Aspect is important particularly
in relation to slopes. Southern slopes are
generally cool and shady compared to northern
slopes which are warm and sunny. Western
aspects are harsh on plants as they are generally
hotan r^i'g I d tswouldnot
be suitable for southern and western aspects.
(d) Biotic Factors.
The major biotic factor which influences the
environment of the site and affects the choice

'1' 'aisitestheground
surface has been disturbed. The topsoil has

mayexposea ' terosionand
flat areas have either been created by cutting,

filling, t eSUr;," ^ , IwatertableOf
these sites has been changed, flat areas are
on'"'adlydr"ne ' ' f ^d d
cracked. No plants can thrive in these
conditions.
This artificial environment needs modification if
a ewpaO ' .- ,I d radin the subsoil
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so that surface water drains away, ripping the
sub-surface possibly as deep as 900 mm,
cultivating the soil and introducin a humus
rich topsoil at least 100 min thick or grass and
300 mm thick for shrubs and 600 mm thick for
trees. Ensure that tree pits and plant beds have
adequate subsoil drainage, which might have to
be achieved by subsoil agricultural drainage
lines draining each pit or bed to a lower level.
Other biotic factors caused by inari which
influence the choice of plants include pollution.
In severely polluted urban atmospheres the
choice of species is reduced.
Other Animals - Rabbits, stock and oats must
be kept out of tree and shrub plante areas.
Fencing may be required.

Insects and Micro-organisms - Species subject
to harmful insect attack or to plant diseases
obviously should be avoided.
Other Plants - Plants which are liable to
become weeds or kill and take over other plants
(particularly in the bush) through their vigorous
growth, should be avoided. Such plants
Include: Privet, Lantana, Camphor Laureltrees,
Bamboo, Wandering Iew, Morning Glory,
European jasmine, Honeysuckle and Kikuyu

. Pruning is enerally not necessary but dead
branches s ould be removed.

. Replace dead or damaged plants orthose
removed by vandals.

. Thin out plants if required.
(c) Grass Maintenance

. Water grass regularly until established. Mow
when grass reaches 100 min height.

. Slash rough grass several times in growing

. Water grass regularly as required, depending
on climatic conditions.

. Mow lawn grass re ularly so that it does not
exceed 100 mm hig .

grass.

Maintenance

There is no such thing as a maintenance free
garden, however, some gardens require less
maintenance than others, More maintenance is
necessary at first in establishing plantings.
(a) Maintenance of Plants Until Established (first I
or 2 years)
. Keep roots moist. Water young Iants when

planted. See that plants obtain t e amount of
water necessary forthe species during the
two weeks after planting then ensure that
plants obtain water every month. Do not
water native plants too often. See that they
obtain a lot of water occasionally.

. Keep a minimum 600 min diameter of mulch
around each plant, 100 mm thick. Keep mulch
weed-free by pulling out weeds by roots. Do
not clip around native plants.

. Check for disease and insect attack.
Chemically spray if affected.

. Untie plants from stakes as soon as possible
so that plants can develop strong sterns.

. Protect plants against rabbits and other
animals with temporary rabbit or animal proof
fence around the plantation area.

. Protect trees and shrubs in grass areas from
accidental moving damage by marking plants
with stakes in accident prone areas.

. Protect plants from damage by vandals by
providing tree guards to isolated trees and
temporary fences for mass planting areas.

season.

. Fertilise grass once a year.

. See that lawn areas are sufficiently aerated.

. Trim edges of grass adjacent to walls, paving,
trees, etc.

(d) How to Keep Down Maintenance
Maintenance can be kept to a minimum by:
. Not planting beds of annuals which require

the attention of gardeners on the recurring

^i^;;^;^;"^:;:^11/8ii:^!;}:::!':^:^^^
plant them in boxes or tubs.

. Keepin lawns in large areas which can bemown ^y a mechanical mower and avoiding
long strips of grass which require a hand
mower.

. Making sure trees in lawn areas are placed so
that mowing around them is easy.

. Ensuring that a mowing strip is constructed
a ainst walls and planting beds to avoid hand
C IPPing.

. f'Ianting trees and shrubs in beds with a thick
(, 00 min) mulch covering and removing weeds
as they occur.

. Plantin trees and shrubs in masses. Plant
more I^ants than may be required at maturity
so that when still young they grow together
quickly, keeping out the light for weeds to
grow in. As they mature they can be thinned
out.

. Seeing that aths and paving are designed forwhere peopi; want to walk so that they do
not need to take short cuts. One method is to
postpone the construction of paths, if
possible, untilthe most desired routes are
obvious.

. Choosing plants that are long lived, hardy and
require little maintenance.

. Seeing that planting boxes, beds in paving
and tree islands in parkin lots are well
drained with undergroun agricultural
drainage if necessary.

. Mow and water grass areas as required.
(b) Maintenance of Plants Once Established
. Water plants in periods of prolonged dry, hot

or windy weather.
. Keep mulch free of weeds. Replace mulch as

necessary to maintain Too min thick.
. Check for disease and insect attack.

. Apply fertiliser once a year to plants and grass
areas.
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Appendix A
CONSULTING AND ADVISORY
BODIES
Department of Environment and Planning
Department of Public Works
Forestry Commission of NSW
National Parks and Wildlife Service
Soil Conservation Service of NSW
State Pollution Control Commission
CSIRO

Department of Agriculture
Bureau of Meteorology
Department of Main Roads
Metropolitan Water Sewerage and Drainage
Board

Electricity Commission of NSW
Department of Industrial Relations
Health Commission of NSW
Local Government Councils
Standards Association
Royal Botanical Gardens
National Trust of Australia (NSW)
Heritage Council
Royal Australian Institute of Architects
Royal Australian Institute of Landscape
Architects

Traffic Authority of NSW

See also

Traffic Authority
requirements

Workers' Canteen

Workers' Toilets

Vehicle entrances and
exits to development.
See also
Recommendation of PEC
Technical Bulletin No. I

Appendix B
REQUIREMENTS CHECK LIS'T

Lunch Room

Outside Lunch Area

Metropolitan Parking
Standards and Technical

(a) User Requirements

ITEM

Bulletin No. 6 Design
Standards for New
Industrial Areas.

Size

Position in building (so
as torelate to
outside amenity area)
Position in building
Size

Desirable aspect
Pleasing view and/or
surroundings
Landscape requirements
Type
Size

Landscape requirements
Area required
Height of material to be
stored

Buildings

Recreation

Outside Storage

Area requiredWaste Disposal

(b) Community Requirements
Requirements to prevent noise,
to reduce glare from headlights,
to screen buildings,
to soften a building,
to screen parking,
to shade parking
to enhance a building,
to provide a good quality environment.
(c) Council's Formal Requirements
Planning Conditions and Council Codes.
An interview with Council officers may inform
the developer of the conditions contained in
Codes andqxisting ne .. P t ther
with any further likely conditions that 1:0uncil
in a take into account when the development
application is considered.
These conditions may state:
I. Development which may and may not be

carried out with consent of Council.
2. The minimum distance from the alignment of

roads in which a building can be erected.
3. The minimum distance from the side

boundaries of the site area in which a
building can stand.

4. The minimum percentage of the site
be covered by building.

5. The minimum rate for off-street parking.
6. Landscaping requirements (see also

Community requirements).
7. Any tree preservation orders.
8. Other site requirements, conditions and

considerations that may be taken into
account when the development application
is considered.

Often Councils do not impose rigid restrictions
but ask the developer when appljing for aDevelopment Application to put orward
proposalsforac ieving g . k ' to

INFORMATION
REQUIRED
Use and potential
growth of use.
Area
Position of pedestrian
entrances.
Position of windows.
Position and size of
unloading andloading
docks.

Landscape
requirements.
Height.
TV surveillance
Landscape
requirements.
Number of cars to be

Security Fence

Parking, Street,
Entrance/Exit,
Signs.

arked.
^OSsible extension of
parkin .
Area o car parking
spaces, including
turning and
manoeuvring
Landscape
requirements.
See also Council
requirements.
See also Police
requirements.
See also DMR
requirements regarding
entrances and exits.

that can
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account the community's requirements and
Council's guidelines.
The site requirements would be shown on the
Site Survey. The inventory would include details
of services required and the service authority
requirements. The position of each service
would be included on the Site Survey Plan.
Services, if available :
(a) Water: position of main.
Authority: Sydney MWS & DB
: Local water and sewerage authority

Local code

Authority Requirements:
Means of obtaining water if not available.
(b) Sewerage:
Authority:
Authority Requirements:
Means of disposal if not available.
(c) Trade Waste:

means of disposal
Authority:
Authority requirements:
Means of disposal if not available.
(d) Electricity: Position of main and of power

poles adjacent to site.
Underground/overhead:
Is there need for transformer?
Authority requirements:
(e) Gas: Position of Main
Portable Gas.

Authority requirements.
co Railway Siding:
Availability
Authority requirements.
Other controls and Regulations: Statutory
SAA Codes

The specification should include clauses which
state that plants shall be nursery grown in
accordance with good horticultural pradice and
that each plant shall be grown in a container
and shall be in a vigorous, health condition
adequately hardened off and shal have a root
system which is well developed within the
confines of the container and is in no way root
bound or stagnant.
It shall be free from disease or any other
impediment to its future growth. The
specification should also call for plants to be
botanicalIy named and tagged when delivered
to the site.

The specification should also nominate the size
of the container (pot) that shall be used.
Common container sizes include: 50 in I(tube
stock), 250 in I (large tube), 500 in I, 2 litre,
8 litre (advanced stock), 35 litre (super advanced
stock) 75 litre and larger.
2.1mplementalion
This section of the specification should describe
the preparation for planting and the planting
procedure and may include clauses on:
Retailin existing trees and vegetation;
Disposaofmaterial; ..
Clearing, grubbing and demolition;
Excavation and earthworks shaping;
Ripping of subsoil;
Drainage, stormwater and sub-soil drains;
Preparation of mass planting beds;
Preparation of planting boxes;
Preparation of tree pits in grass areas;
Preparation of tree pits in subsoil drainage;

i. e. pared areas and parking lots;
Planting techniques;
Staking and tying;
Mulching;
Grass seeding;
Bitumen straw mulching to embankments;
Turfing;
Fertiliser applications;
Irrigation ;
Practical completion;
Consolidation/maintenance; and
Replacement of plant material.

Appendix C
PREPARING A PLANTING
SPECIFICATION

Wording should be kept to a minimum in
s ecification writing and wherever possible
I;:tail drawings should be referred to in the
specification in preference to lengthy written
explanations. Specified Bills of Quantities
should accompany the specification for

The planting specification, for convenience, can
be in two sections:

large jobs.

I. Materials

I. Materials

The planting specification should describe all
materials and material sizes required to carry
out the grassing and planting, including:
topsoil;
prepared topsoil mixture for planting areas;
fertilisers, (Trade name or N : P: K% analysis);

2.1mplementation

bitumen and straw mulch for stabilizing steep
banks;
leaf litter mulch;
staking & wrapping material;
timber or concrete edging to garden beds;
subsoil drainage pipes and materials;
grass seed mix, nominating the species to be
used;
turf, and
plant material
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Appendix D
PLANTING NOTES
The following are notes which detail typical
planting procedures. They do not include all
eventualities but nevertheless the notes can be
used as a guide for typical specification clauses,
if relevant.

I. Preparation of mass planting g s w IC.

operation.
Grass, grass roots and other weeds should be
removed from mass planting areas and the
whole area should be thoroughly ripped by
igging, rotary oeingO. . ddd

those areas with topsoil de th of less than
300 min to give a total dept of topsoil of a
minimum of 300 mm overthe whole area to be
planted. Spread compost to thickness of
Too min overthe whole area and mix thoroughly
together with topsoil. Add 80 rains per square
metre of blood and bone fertiiser. Install
timber or concrete edging between mass
planting beds and grass.

2. Preparetionopani. g f'11' ,
or building operations.
Excavate 300 min deep overthe whole area and
remove all excavated material. Install

'^::':;^*:^':,"^;;^:,,' b!^:^:';::I^:";:\^11 th^
box or bed to the level of the adjacent surface

wi*3'mm 00' ' ' " d%,. nt
mushroom compost or other satisfactory
coinposoge ^.,. ther
satisfactory chemical fertiliser. Install timber or
concrete edging between mass planting beds
and grass areas.
3. Preparation of tree and shrub pits.
Excavate for each tree and shrub to be planted
outside planting beds. Pits shall be square and
shall be 600 min wider than the Iant container
and (if riot in clay subsoil) shall e 150 mm
deeper than container height with the subgrade
bottom of the pit is in clay subsoi, the pit shall
backfilled 150 min deep and consolidated with

After the placing of plants, the its s all be
to finish 50 min be ow the surrounding surface.
Incorporate fertiliser to the top 150 mm of
pre ared topsoil mix (refer Materials). Installtim^er edging (refer Materials) as shown on
detail to edges of pits.
4. Planting operation.
Plant specified plants in the position and
quantities indicated on drawings. Locate no tree
closer than 600 mm to any structure or to any
pavement (unless specifically shown or
detailed). Space trees and shrubs in ^rass areasto allow for mowing between. Scale ocations of
plants off drawings. Avoid planting trees, shrubs
and 810" ^"' s k ^nts notlessthan Y2

^ . ^ ^anti^tob^mud mm^^.^I
the level of the backfilled soilimmediately
around the plant is to be the same as the top of
the soil in the container. The backfilled soil

shall be wellfirmed and deep-soaked
immediately after planting.
5. Staking and tying.

PIqnting, usingt re'^^,;' ' d ,detajed
Trees located within grass areas shall be sta ed
and tied thereto by webbing immediately a er

staking.

6. Mulching. IAlltree pits, planting beds and mass planti g

;,^I^Ie ^it orb:; area;'50 thick. ' u!chlto
beds shall be covered with leaf litter mulch or

I^;;I;'^^ ^^^i; ^^IC^^^^:!;^j;^,'^:," a
planting. ,
7. Seeding grass.

The areas shown on the drawing to be gra+
seeded shall be graded as shown and

,.,. ,, uivae ' d th;thesoicanereey P b^'h,
stones, weeds and roots from the site prio to

"' ddethoflOmm
after grading. The surface shall be brought to a
smooth, even grade free from mounds an
hollows and consolidated by light rolling

At the time of seeding add to the areas to e
seeded a lawn starter N. P. K. 10:9:8 at a re e of
10 grains per square metre of surface area The
seed mixture shall be as shown and as
specified. Seed should be mixed and prep red
commercially. It should be sown on a cal I day-
directionsand then lightl rake to cover ith

immediately after sowing except on steep -
banks, and watered immediately and as Inecessary to keep it moist at alitimes unti
germination and a satisfactory sward is I
produced. ,
Reseed all grass areas where the grass see, has
failed to germinate within one month fro^ the
ermination appl to grass areas N. P. K. I :9:8

square metre of surface area and water
thoroughly immediately after application-!

or tamping.

8. Turfing.
The whole of the area to be turfed shoul have
the soil broken up to a depth of 150 mm y
suitable mechanical equipment prior to

topsoil over alithose areas to be turfed- the
should beesta lis e e. .een ' \
should be laid with breaking joints in ^

levels owin to variation in turf thicknesjare to
below the tur as required.
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General Bibliography
Carpenter, P. L. , Walker, T. D. , & Lanphear, F.
O. , Plants in the Landscape, W. H. Freeman &
Co. , U. S. A. , 1975. (Concerned primarily with
the use of plants to improve man's physical
environment, aesthetically and functionally).
The first part of the book provides a historical

erspective of man's efforts to develop the^ridscape. The second part provides an
introduction to landscape plants (plant ecology).
The third part focuses on the basic princi Ies of
desi n with plants, i. e. the functional anaest^etic values of plants in a design. It follows
with information on preparing plans and
s ecifications, landscape construction (soils,
I:ainage) and maintenance. Finally the
principles are reviewed in the urban, suburban
and rural environments.

Rubenstein, H. M. A Guide to Site and
Environmental Planning, 10hn Wiley & Sons Inc.
U. S. A. 1969. A site-planning approach
containing technical information, briefly written
with many illustrations and diagrams.
Simonds, I. 0. , Landscape Architecture,
McGraw-Hill, U. S. A. , 1971. An ecological
approach to environmental planning. Outlines
land plannin process. Examines the natural andman-made e^merits of the landscape and builds
a framework, encompassing the entire scope of
site development. EColo ICalfactors are
discussed, procedures o site analysis and
design are reviewed and planning
principles explored.
Tandy, C. (ed) Handbook of Urban Landscape,
Architectural Press, London, 1972. This
handbook is limited to urban landscape, as a
uide for designers of urban space (architects,

^ridscape architects, planners and engineers).'It
includes landscape design for housing, parks
and open spaces, with technical information
relating to pavings, car parking, surface

Tandy, C. , Landscape of Industry, Leonard Hills
Books, London, 1975.
Weddle, A. E. , (ed) Techniques of Landscape
Architecture, Heinemann, London, 1969.
Technical handbook, to provide a general
textbook dealing with technical aspects of
landscape architecture. The first section is
introductory and general to the approach of the
landscape architect (Site Survey and Plannin ).
Hard landscape is next and concerned with ard
surfaces, outdoor furniture, and finally deals
with plants and planting and maintenance.

Select Bibliography
Boyd, R. , The Australian U liness, Penguin, 2nd
ed. , 1963. Cleverly written o0k that analyses
the city, suburb and country environments and
the character that makes them truly Australian.
NSW State Plannin Authority, Design andStandards for New^ridustrialAreas, Technical
Bulletin No. 6. , 1974. This report discusses
criteria and standards for designin and
developing industrial sites. In the esi n of
industrial areas it includes guidelines or
location, allotment sizes, transport and public
open space. It also suggests controls for site
development including density, building
setbacks, landscaping, site layout and parking.
It does not deal with zoriin or with matters
outside the field of physica planning.

South Australian State Plannin Authority,
Streetscape Desi n Guide for outh Australia,
February 1980. T is is a wellillustrated
publication directed specifically at streetscape.
Although it deals mainly with residential streets
there is some discussion of Commercial and
Industrial developments. Many of the topics
covered are applicable to the New South

Stretton, H. , Ideas for Australian Cities,
Adelaide, 1970. Discusses planning of cities and

Wales situation.

towns in Australia.

Site Planning Process
Lynch, K. , Site Planning, The M. I. T. Press,
Cambridge, Mass. Second Edition, 1971. A
comprehensive book on the art of site planning
including analysing a locality, movement
systems, "sensuous form", problems of control,
and design and management of the site.
Shoppin centres, commercialstrips andin dustria^ districts are discussed.
NSW Planning and Environment Commission,
Guidelines for Sitin Rural Dwellings in Coastal
Areas, Technical Bu^letin No. 11, 1978. This
bulletin indicates how the demand for rural
housing can be accommodated without
darnagin the environmental and visual qualities
of coasta areas. It illustrates a site analysis
method and is a guideline for dwellers,
developers and Councils.
NSW State Planning Authority, Metropolitan
Parking Standards, Ianuary, 19^I. Compilation of
information on parking standards applied by the
various local government authorities in the
Sydney metropolitan area. The report sets out
criteria that relate generally to parking

"atOdard. S, discusses par i^. r^q" . 11 d
as well as other 8eneral uses. Appendixes
contain information about parking codes and
factors influencing parking demand in particular
Local Government Areas.

treatments etc.

Good Quality Environment

Hard Landscaping - Detail Design
A. I. Metric Handbook, Architectural Press,
London, 1973 (3rd ed).

Correy, A. , Trees in Streets Rethou8ht, Sydney,
1972 (Reprinted from 'Architecture in Australia',
October, 1972, V01. 61, No. 5).
National Association of Australian State Road
Authorities, Guide to Traffic Engineering
Practice, 10hn Sands PtY. Ltd. , Sydney, 1976, 4th
ed. Short manual to suide State and Local '
Government authorities in dealing with
everyday traffic problems. Includes a section on
car parking with layout and dimensions of
parking bays.
NSW Planning and Environment Commission,
Bikeways, Technical Bulletin, No. 9, December,
1976. (Aims to establish uidelines and
standardsforCouncils, Iannin De artments
and ^g. ",^^^, comum^, with ^^^ p^, wing and
implementation of bikeways. Includes policies,
planning, designing, implementation, as well as
technical notes).

Quilty; I. A. , Hunt, I. S. , Hicks, R. W. , Urban
Erosion and Sediment Control, Soil
Conservation Service Technical Handbook No. 2
published by the Soil Conservation Service of
NSW, Sydney, 1978.
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Planting, Detail Design

AnerSOn, " 4th'd. DividesNSW
into various divisions based on climatic
conditions and gives detailed descriptions of
native and introduced trees, within these
regions-n'' d .A1 included is
a key to aid in t^e identification of the species.
Australian Plant Study Group, Grow What Where
Australian Native Plants for Problem Areas
and Special Uses. A guide in the selection of
Australian plants for particular situations and
uses. Plants are categorised for easy reference,
e. g. Plants for Shade. Only botanical names

Cowland, P. N. Trees & Shrubs forthe Western
egiono yney, .-- fLndUSe

Research, Canberra. Contains descriptions, soil
preferences and other attributes of a wide range
of trees and shrubs, both native and
introduced, suitable for planting for shade,
shelter and ornamentation in various parts of
the Western Region of Sydney (Blacktown,

Dick, M. Native Plants of Inner Western Sydney,
The Leichhardt Association and NSW Planning

aimed generally at the residential scjile, it
contains useful advice on the selection of
suitable plants for many situations.
Forest Native Nursery, Australian Native Plants
for Sydney Gardens, 7976. A catalogue of native
alphabetical list of species with botanical and.

forspeciici!seSa .,. .A1jstof
common names is also included.

Cowland, P. N. , Selected Trees & Shrubs forthe
western egi ' 1,1976, CSjRO, Division
Land Use Research, Canberra. Species have

of the Western Region of Sydney and include

species. Within several categories there; are
SpeciesSuite to I 11 tblehaS
been prepared which lists the species in
al habetical order and summarises their
characteristics and uses.

lones, D. D. , ray, .,, , . Ltd. ,, 977-
Kartzoff, M. , Nature and a City, Edwards & Shaw
Pt . Ltd. , Sydney, 196T. Handbook of the
and Its environs. History, climate, geology and
physiography as well as vegetation
communities, are covered.

Lor, ., rus

(Melbourne) 3rd ed. , 1956. General reference o
Australian trees and shrubs, with botanical
information, as well as choice of plants for .
specific climate zones and choice for specific
function in design.

are given.

NSW Forestry Commission. Information Sheets.
Detailed information of plant t pes, their uses,
and associated activities. Goo reference data
for specific purposes :
XI Notes on Preparation of the Site and the

Planting and Care of Trees for Farm
Planting.

Penrith, etc. )

X2 Planting and Care of Tree Seedlings.
Care of Plants after Planting.X3

X4 Plantin and Establishment of Shelterbelts
& Win^breaks.
Seaside Tree & Shrub Plantings for Coastal
NSW.

Trees for Soil on Hawkesbury Sandstone.
Trees Suitable for Heavy or Clay Soils.
Trees for Planting on the Western Slopes.
Trees for Planting on the Western Plains
Region of NSW.

XIO Transplanting Trees & Shrubs.
XI5 Trees for Plantin in the Southern &

Central Tablelan s of NSW.

XI6 Trees for Planting in the New England
Region.
Raising Trees & Shrubs from seed.
Tree Roots & Buildings structures.
Rehabilitation of Natural Vegetation in
Urban Areas.

Preparation of Industrial Sites for Tree
Planting.
Trees of the Sydney Area. The EUCalypts.ES-I

ES-3 Managing Forests for Timber -
Conservation in Action. Nursery Species
List.

NSW Planning and Environment Commission,
Trees and Shrubs for Difficult Sites, Advisory
pamphlet, Nov. 1976.
Simpfendorfer, K. I. , An Introduction to Trees
for South-Eastern Australia. Inkata Press Pty.
Ltd. , Melbourne, 1975. An illustrated guide for
selecting suitable trees. The shape of every tree
is shown with a diagram. An excellent book
written in simple non-scientific language.
S o0ner, P. , (ed) Practical Guide to Home
Landscapin8, Reader's Di est, 1973. This book is
residential scale. It contains sections giving

landscape, and choosing plants. T e section

covers is particularly useful because it gives a

conditions, height, abit, Soi IP ' d
smallists of Iants are given for specific
purposes an l'effects including native
and exotic.

Wilson, G. ,Landscaping" 'b d ih,

usin^pa n;tructionmaterials,
maintenance and technical information,
appendices and list of Australian plants for
specific purposes and situations.

X5

X6

X7

X8

X9

XI8

X22

X25

X26
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